
is available at these SER I OUS COFFE E locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Campbell River—Island Highway @ Village Willow Point

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

Sidney—Beacon Avenue 

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

Nanaimo—V I Conference Centre good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!
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A new report is calling for a
‘conservation and wildlife
management plan’ for the
transboundary Flathead area and a
new management plan for the
Flathead River Valley that ‘gives
priority to natural ecological values
and wildlife conservation.’

The July 26 UNESCO World
Heritage Committee report, ‘has
confirmed what we’ve been saying,
that more needs to be done to protect
the Flathead’s remarkable wildlife
and to ensure wildlife connectivity in
the Rocky Mountains,’ said Sierra
Club BC spokesperson Sarah Cox. 

The UNESCO mission was sent to
BC’s Flathead last September after
Sierra Club BC, Wildsight, the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society and eight other conservation
groups petitioned the World Heritage
Committee to draw attention to
energy and mining threats in the
Flathead, adjacent to the Waterton-
Glacier World Heritage Site.

The 50-page report recognizes
that BC’s Flathead ‘plays a crucial role
in maintaining north-south
connectivity in the Rockies.’ It
commends British Columbia for
banning mining and oil and gas
development in the Flathead, and
welcomes the February 2010

Memorandum of Understanding for
the Flathead Basin, signed by BC and
Montana. (The BC  government
banned Flathead mining and energy
development in February, after
receiving the mission’s draft report). 

The report also notes that the
‘huge area of intact nature’ in the
Crown of the Continent ecosystem,
which includes BC’s Flathead, offers
‘the best available environment to
allow resilience and adaptation for
plants and animals faced with
climate-induced challenges to their
survival.’ 

‘We’re delighted with these
recommendations,’ said Cox. “Now
it’s time for BC to agree to a national
park in the southeastern one-third of
the Flathead, so that our share of this
magnificent ecosystem has the same
level of protection already granted by
Alberta and Montana.’

A national park in the
southeastern part of the Flathead
River Valley, would be  an expansion
of the Waterton-Glacier World
Heritage Site and it could combine
with a Wildlife Management Area in
the rest of the valley and adjoining
habitat, to ensure a wildlife corridor
between Waterton-Glacier and
Canada’s Rocky Mountain parks. 0

UNESCO endorses Flathead’s
importance—national park perhaps?

A number of proposals that inched closer to

allowing forest lot owners to build homes on their

land were presented on July 24 at a public

meeting, called by the Forest Policy Advisory

Committee. The committee is part of Galiano

Island’s Official Community Plan Review. 

The meeting, firmly chaired by Islands Trust

Executive member Gary Steeves, drew well over

120 Galiano residents and landowners to the

school gym on a warm and sunny Saturday

afternoon. 

They heard presentations and discussed

different ideas that had emerged from nine

months of weekly committee meetings. The

thirteen member committee represented many

sectors of the community.

The present complicated situation, in which

Galiano’s bylaws do not permit residential use of

forest lands without rezoning (although nearly

half of Forest–1 zoned lots now have ‘legal

nonconforming’ dwellings), is the result of twenty

years of bylaws, failed bylaws, and court

decisions;  the time since MacMillan Bloedel

decided to sell their tree farm lands on Galiano

for development. 

It is therefore not surprising that the

committee had clearly not achieved consensus on

the issues that must be solved before a workable

policy can be written into the OCP. However

members had organized the issues into distinct

proposals. The meeting provided an opportunity

for the public to hear and discuss these proposals.

PMFL Act

Galiano’s OCP process is threatened by the
Private Managed Forest Lands Act, which
provides a means through which Forest-zoned
property owners can escape the jurisdiction of the
Galiano Island Trust Local Committee altogether.
The PMF Act was intended, primarily, to permit
large forest land owners on Vancouver Island to
hold (with much reduced taxation) large tracts of
formerly tree farm land until it is ripe for
development. However, the much smaller parcels
sold by MacMillan Bloedel on Galiano are eligible
under its terms.

Of some 100 of Galiano’s Forest lots, slightly
over half are now registered with the Private
Managed Forest Land Council, which grants
significant tax concessions to forest land owners
provided that they commit to a sustainable
forestry plan. Should a forest land owner decide
to develop his land for another purpose, he must
repay part of the cumulative difference between
the taxes actually paid and the taxes that would
have been paid.

The 2004 PMFL Act allows one dwelling per
lot, ‘accessory’ to the practice of forestry. Despite
the fact that the Galiano Bylaw barring dwellings
on Forest zoned lands predates the application of
the PMFL Act, many dwellings were constructed
while the issue of which legislation actually
applied was before the courts. This is when most
of the ‘legal nonconforming’ houses were built. 

However, the PMFL Act also contains a clause

Galiano hears new proposals for Forest zone
dwellings~ Patrick Brown

GALIANO HEARING, please turn to page 12
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Durable dock systems for
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Contamination can occur
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taste. Be safe, test annually.
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A Truly Island Home
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Fading flower twirls her skirts in the breeze.

O
n July 16, Defence Minister Peter MacKay
announced that Canada was going on a shopping
spree.  If he had asked Canadians for a shopping

list, with the added information that we could now spend
$16 billion, I think the list might have looked more like the
one put together by the Alternative Budget Coalition:

• $2 billion for affordable housing;

• $500 million for a guaranteed farm income program;

• $89 million to further the ‘creative economy’;

• $551 million for renewable energy;

• $1.7  billion to transfer to provinces for affordable 
daycare;

• $615 to the Official Development Assistance program 
for international aid (Canada would spend only  
0.7% of our GNI);

• $1 billion to extend EI benefits to 60% of the worker’s 
best 12 weeks of income;  

• $1.5 billion  to extend EI benefits to those who have 
worked 360 hours;

• $2.73 billion to give new income-tested grants to post 
secondary students;

• $2 billion to give to provinces to reduce poverty;

• $500 million for a green manufacturing fund;

• $847 million to increase single pensioners’  GIS benefits
by 15%.

Using Green Party budget priorities, we could tweak the
list to invest a lot in renewable energy and energy efficiency,
and modern transportation, including high-speed rail.

Instead, the Defence Minister announced the purchase
of 65 new fighter jets.  Peter MacKay enthused about the
jets. Lockheed Martin’s F-35 jets are exciting new toys.  They
are so exciting that our government did not hold an open
contracting process.  We only wanted these planes. They can
take off and land on aircraft carriers. They have stealth
coating.  They can engage in air-to-air combat and rely on
mid-air re-fueling.  

Many have argued, including Salt Spring Island resident
Michael Byers in the Toronto Star, that none of those
attributes are priorities in Canada. We don’t have aircraft
carriers.  We have no plausible security scenario in which

air-to-air combat is anticipated. (The Battle of Britain was a
long time ago.) And stealth coating? Are we planning a
surprise invasion? 

True, our aging CF-18s need to be replaced. Our large
geography has always led to a priority choice for two-engine
planes, so if a plane is in a remote spot and loses an engine,
the pilot can get to a safe place to land. The F-35s are single
engine planes. Asked what will happen if the engine fails,
Peter MacKay replied ‘it won’t.’ We need planes for search
and rescue. The F-35 is not appropriate for search and
rescue.

But why are we spending so much now, within months
of when the Harper government announced a freeze on
defence spending as part of deficit fighting? Where is the
money coming from in that frozen budget, or has the thaw
begun?

The answer has much more to do with our early
entanglement in the development of this fighter jet. This
purchase is not a case of walking into a showroom and
picking the design that works best. In fact, these planes are
not in any show room. They are still in the testing phase.
Canada, under previous Liberal governments, signed-on as
a junior partner in the development of this plane. While the
US took the largest share of the costs of developing this new
fighter, other governments signed-on as well, since 2001
when Lockheed Martin won the bid to develop the plane.
Canada’s involvement started with a $10 million ‘donation’
to be considered an ‘informed partner.’ In 2002, we threw
another $150 million into the pot to qualify our industries
to bid for contracts for plane components.

Like many military contracts in the US, the costs of the
F-35 have spiralled and are way over budget. In March
2010, US Defence Secretary Robert Gates told the Congress
that it was ‘unacceptable’ that the F-35 is 50% over-budget.
Costs of developing the new fighter jets are approaching
$300 billion. With bureaucratic baffle-gab that takes your
breath away, the Pentagon critique of the fighter jet
programme concluded: ‘affordability is no longer embraced
as a core pillar.’

So, it seems Canada is spending money we don’t have
for planes we don’t need. And it seems we are doing this to

Commentary by Elizabeth May

Why is Canada spending $16 billion on fighter jets?

FIGHTER JETS, continue on next page 
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hold our place in some macho military solidarity with the Pentagon.
The opportunity costs of $16 billion for fighter jets are enormous—in lost opportunities

to reduce poverty, create jobs, protect health care and fight climate change. 
None of this has been debated or discussed in the House. And it was not in the 2010

budget. I will work with other parties to reverse this sale and direct priorities to those
Canadians value.

Elizabeth E. May, Order of Canada, is the leader of the Green Party of Canada and the

nominated candidate in Saanich Gulf Islands. 0
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G
ardens represent perhaps the
most optimistic example of a
negotiated plenty in which we

can do some things but not others.
—Steven Stoll, 2010  

Part of the fine art of gardening is narrowing
the dissonance between what we want to
grow, when we want it to grow, the inherent
nature of the plant, the land, the seasons, the
variations in the seasons—and the
freeloaders with teeth, mandibles,
beaks and slime. 

Last November it froze hard for ten
days, then we had six months of
spring, and now as I write there has
been no rain for several weeks and
acres of the province are burning. 

Last year we had an excellent crop of
apples, pears and plums; this year very little,
but then many of these trees are biennial
fruiters. 

This year for the first time, my kiwi vines
had flowers but no fruit. Then my early
grapes produced super-sweet bunches in
June (see photo right), and we are inundated
with raspberries.  And so it goes… 

We have barrowloads of  salads this year
too and the tomatoes and peppers are loaded
but it has taken three sowings to finally get
the beans and carrots to grow. It looks like
we’ll get a good crop but not until late August. 

The best cultivated thing on the Islands
this year is patience: if not this year then next.

The earth on our garden is either clay or
rock so I have taken to planting in two or
more locations at the same time and the
results are amazing. Basil set in planters
grows like a weed. The same crop planted in
clay gets eaten by bugs. Garlic grown in
planters is a waste of time but the same
cloves shoved into clay and forgotten have
produced in abundance. 

So. What do we do for winter? I have just
planted out two dozen fall cauliflower and
broccoli in various mixtures of clay and
compost—and a similar number in raised
beds, where the lettuce were just pulled. Next
week I will transplant more brassicas for late

winter/spring into pots to be planted out in
September. It is still not too late to sow for
winter. 

Greenhouses in summer can get too hot
and harbour a host of unwelcome guests so
good ventilation is essential but that does not
mean leaving all the windows and doors
open all night. A little gadget on the roof of
my greenhouse (pictured) is a vent that

operates without power to
automatically regulate the
airflow and allow hot air to
escape. Well worth the $50
it cost me (available from
Mayne Island’s Steele
Greenhouses). Besides
water and fresh air,

greenhouses should always be clean.
Remove all dead leaves and any weeds as
they appear and removing a few of the lower
leaves on tomatoes vines will improve the air
circulation and allow more light to reach the
ripening fruit. 

At this season the flower garden can often
look disheveled after the spring plants have
died down and many summer ones are
feeling heat-stressed; this is a good
opportunity to do some summer tidying. On
a cool morning or evening find the pruners,
get the wheelbarrow and remove all the dead
stuff from plants and bushes. 

Lightly prune back roses that have
finished flowering, taking care not to clip off
young shoots with buds on them, pull out a
few weeds and gently break-up the hard
ground between plants with a garden fork.
That done, give all your plants a good soaking
and they will respond with a mass of new
flowers possibly until frost. 

I have encouraged a number of biennials
to naturalize around our land by allowing
them to self-seed in the summer and then
transplanting the young seedlings in
September. Foxgloves are indigenous to the
islands and if you sow a garden variety it will
flourish with little effort and produce
prodigious blooms for weeks at time.

August Garden Calendar ~ Brian Crumblehulme

GARDENING, please turn to page 11

Vine to table—Brian picks grapes right in the
diningroom for the freshest taste!
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P
rime Minister Stephen Harper’s government has
neither the political authority nor the moral authority
to cancel the compulsory ‘long form’ questionnaire of

the 2011 national census, and replace it with a voluntary
survey. 

The government may well have the constitutional and
legal authority to make such a major change, but to do so
without consultation, when parliament is not in session, and
against the advice of Statistics Canada: all can be taken as a
clear indication that the government realizes that it is acting
against the will of the nation.

Canadians have confirmed, through elections, that while
they wish Harper’s Conservatives to govern Canada, the
party has no mandate, as a minority government, to make
major changes with long-term consequences.

We know that the decision, to replace the detailed long
form census for 20% of households, originated in the federal
cabinet last December; the reason given was that the form
was ‘intrusive’ and asked detailed, and somewhat personal
questions, and that failure to complete it could result in
penalties up to a $1,000 fine or a six-month jail term. But
33 million Canadians completed the census in 2006;
138,000 refused; as far as we know, nobody was fined or
jailed; the confidentiality of the data has never been
breached.

Because of the reliability of the data gathered through
the long form, it is used by governments, businesses, and
voluntary organizations at all levels to plan, make decisions,
evaluate results, and check their own surveys. Harper’s
government has already cancelled Statscan’s Workplace
and Employer Survey, Survey of Financial Security,
Longitudinal Survey of Immigrants to Canada, and
Participation and Activity Limitation Survey (of the
handicapped). The cancellation of the long form would
mean questionable reliability for virtually all social data in
Canada, no matter how it was collected, or by whom. A
change in the sampling method, introducing new and
unknown biases, makes comparison with past data invalid;
much of the value of past censuses is lost.

Reliable data is essential to Canada’s strength as a nation.
It is clear that Statscan’s long form census is as much a part
of Canada’s economic and social infrastructure as the Trans-

Canada Highway, the Immigration Act, or the Canada
Business Corporations Act. Any change that damages the
integrity or credibility of the census introduces new risks for
investors, new doubts about the success of public and
private social initiatives, and new questions about taxation
programs at all government levels.

Canada’s governments have relied for many years on
what has come to be known as ‘evidence-based
decisionmaking’. The decision to substitute an uncertain
survey for the reliable long form is, ironically, a decision
without supporting evidence, and with plenty of evidence
that it would be a serious mistake. It carries in its train the
potential for many future years of public and private
decisions without reliable data, and for experimentation
rather than planning.

It has been argued that other nations ‘get along’ without
census data, or are considering abandoning the statutory
census in favour of surveys or ‘data mining’ of information
collected by businesses or governments. Many of these
countries have developed extensive cross-referenced
records on individual citizens based on ‘identity card’
systems. But what is more intrusive: the anonymity-
protected census, or extensive government records of clearly
identifiable individuals?

It is clear that a decision to degrade Canada’s census is
far more than a mere administrative tidying up. It is, in fact,
a dangerous attack on Canada as a rational nation. We can
only hope that the government is merely ignorant of its real
significance, and that it is not part of some deliberate plan.
The hapless Mr Clement, Minister of Industry, is
unfortunately caught between a Prime Minister who will
neither debate nor take responsibility for his decision, and
a nation that appreciates how stupid that decision is.

The Prime Minister must be reminded that, as the leader
of a minority government, he has a responsibility to
represent all Canadians, and he lacks the political authority
to impose his ideas upon them. After all, 65% of them do
not support him; his treatment of Parliament could be
characterized as ‘I double dare you’; and his moral authority
cannot survive his political tactics.

Does he have the guts to admit this mistake?   0

Get Rid of Tax Forms, Too?
Dear Editor:
Bit by bit, the Harper ‘Cons’ continue to con the Canadian
public by slyly dismantling or reducing to minimal, the core
practices of our essential, traditional statutes.The long form
of the Statistics Canada census is just another casualty in
the increasingly lengthy list. 

I wonder how many complaints Clement and his sheep-
like MPs received regarding intrusiveness of the long form?
And from what specific groups or persons? 

In today’s highly digitized world, where we can Google
the exact location where you and I live, and where there is
now virtually nothing that the government or its agents
cannot find out about every one of us, does it make any
sense that Clement claims the intrusiveness of the long form
census? What a paradox!!

Moreover, if I recall correctly, the data that StatsCan
collects and analyses on the long form are used collectively,
and anonymously, to compile statistical trends on all aspects
of the entire Canadian population. Would any of the G20
countries make such a fundamental, catastrophic change to
the collection of vital statistics of their country’s
populations?

Lastly, the annual income tax (not 5-year) form is much
more intrusive (one of the sacred secrets of Canadians is
how much money they earn) than the long form of the
census. If the government  can do away with the long form,
will complainants soon lobby them to get rid of the Income
Tax forms? And what excuse would the Conservatives have
for maintaining the intrusiveness of the tax forms?

Glenn Harewood, Brampton, Ontario

Some ‘Petitions’ Don’t Work
Dear Editor: 
Petitions are risky tools for their proponents. Perhaps even
double-edged swords. And so it is that if a group, or an
organization, has any hope of altering government policy
on an important public issue and chooses to get-up a
petition, it must demonstrate overwhelming support for its
position or suffer the ignominy of being exposed as an angry
and disgruntled minority held together by an assortment of
axes to grind. At the moment, it doesn’t look good for the
organizers of the online format ‘petition’—a blog actually—

to initiate a review the Islands Trust Act.
By July 14, this ‘petition’ was reported to have gathered

almost, but not quite, 750 signatures. For six weeks now the
petition has been circulated amongst a population of almost
26,000 folks on all the islands in the Islands Trust Area. It
has received extensive local, regional and even national
media coverage. And, it is now ten days after the much
written about rally on Salt Spring where ‘hundreds’ of
supporters were reported to have gathered to hear a
member of Canada’s unelected Senate point out the
democratic deficiencies of the Islands Trust.  

Apparently, inspired by his message, a whopping
nineteen new signatures were added to the petition by the
end of that day … well, not quite: three of the nineteen chose
to ‘sign’ the petition without revealing their names and were
entered as ‘anonymous’. This brings the total number of
‘anonymous’ signatories to sixty-six. 

When added to the number of folks who signed more
than once we come very close to one hundred.  Incidentally,
among those signing more than once is, at least, one
defeated candidate for Islands Trustee and one ex-realtor
who thought his signature should be equal to three
signatures of ordinary folks. So it seems that, in six weeks
of vigorous political activity throughout the Trust Area, the
proponents have attracted roughly 650 or so legitimate
signatures … that is, the petition demonstrates the support
of somewhere between 2 and 3% of the population.

If the idea proposed by the petition ever had legs it seems
the organizers have turned out to be the ‘usual suspects’ and,
once again, shot themselves in the foot. 

Graham Brazier, Denman Island

Salmon Aquaculture - The Real
Opportunity

Dear Editor:
With a growing human population and overfished oceans,
there is an ever-increasing global demand for aquaculture
products like farmed salmon. 

In recent years, the salmon farming industry in BC has
been unable to fully realize the benefits of this growing
demand because of legitimate environmental concerns
associated with raising salmon in open net-pens. 

By farming salmon in these open net-pens, as is the

current industry practice, waste passes directly into the
ocean. Published, peer-reviewed science overwhelmingly
supports that by having a large number of animals together
in these open systems, naturally occurring diseases and
parasites can increase in number and be transmitted to wild
species such as juvenile wild salmon. 

As a result, industry has lost its social license to expand,
jobs are insecure and British Columbia is missing out on an
economic opportunity.

The opportunity is that BC is uniquely positioned to
establish a viable, sustainable industry by moving from open
net-pens to closed containment production systems. 

Closed containment production systems essentially place
a solid wall between the farm environment and the marine
environment. Diseases and parasites can’t pass through and
waste is captured. By being better able to control conditions
for the salmon, growth rates would likely accelerate and the
nutrient-laden waste can be captured to grow aquaponic
crops like lettuce and tomatoes. See www.saveoursalmon.ca
for discussion of the technology and economics related to
land-based closed containment salmon farming.  

Projects to apply this technology to commercial scale
operations are now under development. In fact, the
technology and equipment are already in use to raise
juvenile farmed salmon for the open net-pen industry. 

BC is in a very strong position to assume world market
leadership for sustainably raised farmed salmon given the
province’s existing resources and experience: plentiful clean
water; favorably priced hydroelectricity; the ability to
reasonably lease Crown land and an existing workforce
skilled in salmon farming techniques. 

Better regulation and a move to closed containment
systems will restore public confidence in BC’s salmon
aquaculture industry and allow BC to lead in meeting the
increased global demand for sustainably farmed salmon.
Industry would have more certainty in decision-making and
more job opportunities would result. 

Closed containment aquaculture is a real opportunity—
the solution whereby British Columbians can have their
wild salmon and farmed salmon too.  

Eric Hobson, The SOS Marine Conservation Foundation
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Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $33.60 • With image $39.20 (max 50 words) MULTI-VENUE • $44.80 • With image $50.40 (max 70 words)

Payment with order only. VISA and MasterCard credit cards accepted
‘What’s On?’
Mon thru Fri, August 2 thru 26
The Summer Of Love Yoga Festival—four transformative
5-day retreats; daily intensive class 9:30am-12:30pm, evening

events  Tuesdays and Thursdays;
AuG 2-6: Tomas Hicks ,Yoga is
about Falling in Love; AuG 9-13:
Laura Busheikin, Yoga Means
Union; AuG 16-20: Holly
Blazina, Yoga and Creativity; AuG

23-27: Sophie A. Duphresne,
Yoga Stories; all levels, including

beginners • Shanti House Garden Yoga Yurt • Info: 250-335-
9141, peace@shantihouse.ca,  www.shantihouse.ca • ON
DENMAN ISLAND

Friday, August 6
Hiroshima Day—Salt Spring's annual
time to remember in the spirit of
‘never again’; you can bring
flowers, songs, something to sit on
• 5pm paper crane making, etc;  5:30pm,
sharing circle • Peace Park across from
Artspring • Info: Jan, 250-537-5251 •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Fris Aug 6 & 13, Sat Aug 7, Sun Aug 15
Allison Crowe Spiral Concerts—singer-songwriter
performs selections from her
newest release ‘Spiral’ alongside
all-time musical favourites; SALT

SPRinG: AuG 6: ArtSpring for SSI
BCSPCA; ViCTORiA: AuG 7:
Fairfield United Church (at Moss
St); nAnAimO: AuG 13: St.
Andrew’s United Church, ‘Catch
the Spirit’ campaign; DunCAn:
AuG 15: Providence Farm, ‘Special
Woodstock’ guitar set • Info: 250-537-1286,
www.allisoncrowe.com • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND, IN
VICTORIA, NANAIMO AND DUNCAN

Sunday, August 8
Ptarmigan’s 2nd Annual island mosaic Arts Festival—
musicians: Zeellia, Vox Trium, Calliope, Jesse Thom (Zen
clown); writers reading: Grant Buday, Lou Allin, Shirley
Skidmore, Leanne Dyck; story-teller Victor Reece with Sharon
Jinkerson Brass, Oona McOuat, Tina Farmilo & Pat Smith;
bring your lawn chair • Miners Bay Park • noon to 6pm • Free •
ON MAYNE ISLAND

Friday, August 13
Pender Film Group Screenings—A Prophet (2009)—
young Arab man at a French prison becomes a mafia kingpin;
directed by Jacques Audiard; #1 film in France last year,
multiple award winner in France and Europe • 9pm special
outdoor screening • Community Hall • Admission by donation
• Info: www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Friday thru Sunday,

Aug 13 to 15
Salt Spring island Jazz Festival—7
main acts at Mistaken Identity
Vineyards, Salt Spring Vineyards, and
Salt Spring Island Cheese; 14 shows at 7
local pubs and restaurants; Includes
Sue Newman and the Jazzmen, Bill
Johnson, Planet Music • Free
workshops; $15 festival pass • Info:
www.saltspringjazzfest.org • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, August 14
Fulford Day—come on down for some southern hospitality
good food, good music and good friends, meet the Pie Lady,
local music all day, beer garden and raffle; kids’ events start at
10am; lamb, beef, and salmon BBQ at noon • Drummon Park •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, August 14
Galiano Wine Festival—wines from
local producers and around the
world; local cheese to taste and
purchase; music by Brad
Prevedoros; 50/50 draw, silent
auction, souvenir wine glass; Galiano Health
Centre fundraiser  • 1–4pm • Tickets: $35 at the door, reserved
tickets from Pat Woolhouse 250-539-3117, dw3117@telus.net •
Info: www.galianowinefestival.com • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Saturday & Sunday, August 14 & 15
Coombs Fair—4-H & open displays, animals, arts & crafts,
horticulture; blacksmithing, spinning & weaving, beekeeping &

master gardening demos;
live music,  games, food &
fun • Coombs Fairgrounds,
Ford Road, behind Coombs
General Store • Sat: 8am-
6pm, Sun: 8am-5pm •

Tickets at gate • Info: Janet Boley 250-752-9757,
www.coombsfair.com • IN COOMBS, VANCOUVER ISLAND

Thursday, August 19
A Very Special Summer Evening—Kai Gleusteen, violin
(Barcelona Opera Concertmaster),
Catherine Ordronneau, piano, and
Barnaby Palmer, clarinet, perform
sonatas by Beethoven, Brahms
and Stravinsky  • The Denman
Community Hall • 7:30pm •
Tickets: Advance $15, Abraxas
Books; $18 at the door • ON
DENMAN ISLAND

Thur thru Sun, August

19 to 22
Cob Workshop—with Elke Cole;
bringing community together to learn
the skills of building with cob • Cost:
$345  ( $300 before Aug 10) includes
3 amazing meals a day,camping, daily
yoga class, childcare, hands on
practice, theory class • Register
www.elkecole. com or 250-653-9650 •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, August 21
Concert: ‘We Ain't Down Yet’—a mystery themed tour with
fun-filled music from the past to the present; raising funds for
the Heart and Stroke  Foundation • Community Hall • Doors
6:30pm, overture 6:55pm, start 7pm • Tickets: $25 at Talisman
Books and Southridge Country Farm Store • ON PENDER
ISLAND

Thursday, Aug 26 to Sunday, Sept 5
24th Annual Victoria Fringe Theatre Festival—

seventeen venues packed with
66 live international comedy,
drama, live art and spoken-word
shows, see 10 shows for just $70;
SAT AuG 28: free Fringekids
Fest with live entertainment,
crafts, and more, 11am-4pm,
Market Square • Tickets & Info:
www.victoriafringe.com, 250-
383-2663, • IN VICTORIA 

Saturday, August 28
Pender islands, Fall Fair 2010—parade,
exhibits, entertainment, food booths, displays,
games, GO GREEN,beer garden; pre
registration until August 21 • Community Hall
• Gate open 10am, parade 10:30am, opening
ceremony 11am; BBQ 5pm, Dance with
‘Tambura Rasa’ 6:30pm • Admission: Adults
$6, 5-16 years $2, under 5 years free • Info:
www.pifi.ca Margaret Alpen 250-629-6681 •
ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday & Sunday, August 28 & 29
Denman island Arts Centre Workshops—d.Bradley
Muir: Photography and Studio Art Production—an
investigation into the techniques and concepts that utilize
photography within drawing, painting, and sculpture practices
• Denman Island Arts Centre • workshop: $150, materials: $20
• Info: www.artsdenman.com • ON DENMAN ISLAND

Fri thru Mon, September 3–6
Denbaya West African music and Dance Workshop—
retreat includes hands-on
instruction by world-renowned
master dancers, drummers and
balafonists • Camp Pringle,
Shawnigan Lake • Cost includes
workshops, meals and
accommodation • Info 250-743-5846
www.moondancearts.ca • IN SHAWNIGAN
LAKE 

Friday thru Sunday, Sept 17–19
Yoga and Writing Retreat—strengthen your intuition,
nurture your body and spirit,
listen deeply to the voice of your
heart; no yoga or writing
experience needed • double
accommodation: $545; single:
$645; commuter: $345 • Ocean
Resort, 4384 South Island
Highway, www.oceanresort.ca •
Info: awiens@meridiancom.ca or
780-722-4251 • IN CAMPBELL
RIVER

Fri thru Sun, September 24 to 26
Wisdom of the Heart—kirtan and devotional yoga with

chant artist David Newman (Durga
Das) and Mira, devotional vocalist
and percussionist; Kirtan Friday
night, Yoga of Sound & Art of
Chanting Saturday, and Inner Fire
Yoga Sunday • Info: 250-335-1616,
yogadance@telus.net, or
www.arbutusretreats.com • ON
THETIS ISLAND 

Bargain Price!
Salish Sea-wide Visibility 

For Your Event
islandtides@islandtides.com

250-629-3660

J
ulia Gillard, the new Australian’s new Prime Minister,

has called an Australian Federal Election on Saturday,

August 21, after having been prime minister for less

than a month. 

The Australian Labor Party hopes to capitalise on the

honeymoon period of the Australia’s first woman prime

minister. The Labor Party slogan is ‘Moving forward with

Labor’. (To contrast with going backward with the

Liberal/National conservative coalition to John Howard’s

policies.) The Australian Federal Government is elected

every three years.

Labor will campaign on their record in government, a

strong economy, border security and climate change.

The Liberal/National Party conservative coalition will

campaign on border security—keeping the boat people out

(although the Liberal leader has admitted his policy of

turning the boats around will not work in most cases—

refugees simply scuttle the boats and the Australian Navy

has to pick them up); the down-turn in the economy and

the deficit budget (no mention that, in the global financial

crisis, Australia is one of the few nations not in recession);

reckless government spending (Labor’s economic stimulus

packages); and the sacking of Kevin Rudd by Labor faction

leaders. No mention is being made that previous Liberal

leader Malcolm Turnbull was sacked less than 12 months

ago in order to block the Emissions Trading Scheme he

proposed and which was agreed to by the Liberal Party.

Kevin Rudd was elected prime minister in November

2007 following 13 years of conservative coalition

government lead by John Howard. Rudd was seen as a

reforming prime minster: pledged to wind-back a draconian

workplace relations act, sign the Kyoto climate change

protocol, introduce an emissions trading scheme, seek

reconciliation with Australian Aborigines, and reform the

health system.

Sadly the global financial crises and his autocratic style

of government lead to a loss of popularity in the opinions

polls (and everywhere else)—hence his downfall and

replacement by his former deputy, Julia Gillard.

Racism Alive & Well
Both parties are proposing to build off-shore refugee
processing camps to deter people-smugglers from bringing
refugees to Australia in small boats. Labor propose to build
a camp in East Timor whilst the Liberals propose to re-open
the camp built by the previous Liberal government in
Nauro. 

This plank of the platform is seen as ‘dog-whistling’ to
racist voters who mistakenly believe the changing racial mix
of Australian society is due to the intake of refugees and not
the Australian government’s policy of using immigration to
solve the skills shortage rather than putting more money
into technical education.

An Australian journalist, David Marr, said, ‘There is an
artesian basin of racism under Australia and all political
parties have previously and will again drill down into it for
their own political gain.’

Australians will go to polls in a snap election~ Richard Curchin

AUSSIE ELECTION, please turn to page 13



C
ould the weather be more perfect?  My sister, who
lives in Tennessee, has 70ºF degree weather all
spring and fall —which she reminds me about.  Right

now, down there it is 100ºF with 100% humidity—smugly
I smile! 

Last night a huge full lemon-coloured moon lit up our
eastern horizon, so bright you could wander around the
garden and smell lovely smells from the lilies and eat a snap
pea. Such celestial beauty halts me in my tracks.  There is
still lots of snow on the volcanos—Mount Baker and Mount
Rainer—and very little left on Washington’s Olympic Range.
We had so much rain in the spring that our pond is still
doing just fine even with the rainbird sprinklers going night
and day to keep grass green for the butterball sheep.  You
can bet all those Islanders who live next to the Salish Sea
are calling on their water catchment systems and
remembering the spring rains with gratitude. 

Family Reunion
Like so many Islanders in summer, we are having a family
reunion at Haggis Farm in August. As Jon, my partner says,
nothing brings families together
like a good bout of cancer!
Suddenly, vividly, we all get the
fact that life doesn’t go on
forever.  This is the first family
gathering that our generation
has called together. Jon and I
came from families that
emigrated to Canada at the
close of World War II and we
only know those members of
the family who chose to come
here.  

We have lots of relatives of
whom we have only heard; blue
Air Posts letters with fountain
pen ink and odd international
stamps went back and forth to
cousins and aunts we had never
met. When our parents died the
letters stopped. Years have gone
by since the senior generation
died, our kids have kids and we
are the seniors now.  

So this is the summer, this is
the time that all of Jon’s
genetically associated family, some unmet,  and some other
of our in-laws that we have grown to love dearly will come
together. 

At times, I quail at the thought of close to 30 people
coming to stay for four or five days but other aspects are
enticing! All around us is one of the most beautiful places
on earth and it is sun-filled August. 

Luckily, none of our grandchildren has ever failed to be
intrigued by picking eggs, having free rein to chase escapee
chickens, and ‘watering the garden’—watering the dogs,
themselves, and making mud. And I remind myself, in my
‘back pocket’ are my daughters, capable and kindly—we
can’t fail to enjoy ourselves!

Summer Walk
Last week I went with friends on the East Point Loop Walk,
around the elongated, eastern-most tip of the Gulf Islands
sticking out into the Gulf of Georgia. The views are to
Victoria, the San Juans, Mount Baker, Tumbo Island, and
across the strait to the Mainland.  

The walk’s  fame lies in the fact that it is the perfect length
for a good healthy walk, run or wander and you would be
surprised to have one car pass you. East Pointers phone one
another up, meet along the way, and the whole group goes
chattering and walking around the most glorious ever-
changing views you can imagine. For an added treat there
is a huge eagle-nest right over Cliffside Road that for the last
three years—excluding this one—has raised chicks.  

Coming into the home stretch on my ‘guest’ walk we met
Barb Hicks hustling down to the Point with her binoculars
and camera around her neck. Barb had heard from Peter

Stolting, our resident tourboat operator that the whales
would be rounding East Point within ten minutes. Next,
more friends drove past advised us that they had heard the
whales were coming! 

What fascinates me is that these people are long time
East Pointers and there has been lots of local whale activity
this spring and summer.  People, locals or visitors, never tire
of seeing the whales!  J, K and L-pods have eight new babies
this year. 

Peter Stolting says that he is worried about whether the
whales have enough Chinook salmon to eat this year. They
spend a lot of time at the mouth of the Fraser ‘onesing and
twosing’  a phrase the tour operators use to describe a very
dispersed feeding pattern instead of the whales being able to
go after a school of fish and dine to their stomach’s content.  

In the several years that Peter has worked as an operator,
he says his outlook has changed, he always enjoys the
whales and he respects and is moved by them more and
more. He worries about their survival. The removal of a
generation of females from the three pods about 40 years

ago to stock marine circuses removed a vital breeding
generation. Pollutants, decline of Chinook salmon
populations, ecosystem degradation and our ‘love’ of them
are all stressors.   

A boat, operated by Straits Watch, polices the boating
public and operators in the summer while the whales are
here. Tour boat operators also advise and educate their
customers.  

But it’s the devil’s choice, we humans are fascinated by
our whale friends and we impact their lives extensively.
Probably our species will bring about their extinction in the
Southern Gulf Islands.  What a thought! The whales are
such icons for all the animals we love to love—majestic,
adorably, wild. With the exception of isolated Luna, the
whales don’t seem to habituate to us. 

Species at risk don’t seem to develop behaviors to be able
extract revenge for being poisoned and starved out of
existence by us!  But the last laugh will be on us, the last
species left in the tattered world—we’ll probably be to
preoccupied to notice—probably thinking about going off
shopping or devising what is the cheapest most ‘cost
efficient’ way to get to Mars.

Boat Sinking
Last week the Burnaby M, a 52-foot converted live-aboard
seiner, sunk in Lyall Harbour. She was moored off the
government dock on a buoy and slowly sank during the
course of a day. Within hours the Coast Guard had been
alerted by locals. By Sunday, the search and rescue
hovercraft Siyay, homed-ported at Sea Island, had zoomed
through Boat Pass with enough noise to wake the dead  and

was situated in place above the sunken boat. Hovercrafts
Siyay and Penac are used as platforms for the rescue dive.  

Divers went down to shut off the diesel fuel-tanks and
plug the vents that were leaking diesel into the our harbour.
Lucky for us diesel evaporates readily and leaves ‘not much’
persistent oil.  The seiner had been freshly refueled and had
the capacity to carry about 200 gallons of fuel.  Since there
was no pressure to rescue anyone, it was deemed a good
chance for the divers to practice under stress-free
conditions: entering, moving around, and performing tasks
in a sunken boat.  They also were able to evaluate what kind
of bottom it was sitting on, if it was upright or lying on its
side, and if damaged. 

Lyall Harbour beach and the government dock stank of
diesel for the next few days. The existence of our splendidly
capable and successful tidal fish-bearing creek at the mouth
of the harbour brought to mind what would happen if we
had a serious spill with bunker oil right here at home.  

What would be the procedures we could count on? Who
would be on hand to help and what might we lose?  Should

we count on our own selves
having or rely solely on the
government?  

The Gulf of Mexico’s
oilrig-out-of-control is huge
and horrible but so remote,
so many ways different from
us. That smell of diesel
made the connection for
me—we are all vulnerable
from the most surprising
incidents.  

Les Dawes, Senior
Environmental Response
Officer, with the Coast
Guard, met with the boat’s
owner on Saturna, and
informed him of the
regulations and gave him
advice. It is the owner’s
responsibility to refloat the
boat which is accomplished
by private companies with
the use of slings, pumps and
inflatable pillows. The Coast
Guard will take over if the

owner is unable or unwilling to raise the boat.  The Coast
Guard gets about 900 calls a year concerning mystery spills
and deals with about 12 boat sinkings.  Pollution spills are
regulated under the Canada Shipping Act.

Ferron Concert
Last Sunday, Saturna’s own Ferron, her friend Tret Fure,
singer-songwriter, and Ian Middleditch (aka Dr Daylight),
zen practitioner and blues singer wannabe,  put on a concert
for the home-town team.  The audience crammed Saturna’s
Community Hall—more than a third of Stats Can
population for Saturna had their feet under a chair.  

Tret Fure is a versatile singer with a fine voice and rich
range of guitar licks. Her songs are rollicking or subtle, all
are reminiscent of our lives unfolding, individually and in
community. The lyrics were surprisingly sharp and clean.  

Ian Middleditch climbed onto the stage and the three
rolled into Muddy Waters’ ‘I got My Mojo Working’.  Ian’s
ripping harmonica and powerful voice along with  the two
guitar backup had the audience cookin’.  Ferron ended the
evening with a long set.  Ferron is so compelling—her lyrics
and guitar music are of a piece.  She is funny, very funny.
You laugh, not at a punch line, but at being described so
completely and accurately. Her guitar rings like a bell , you
lose track of it when she sings.  Her talk and body language
as she tunes and as she sings brings us all close. Looking
around the packed room, people’s faces were rapt—listening
ears and heart. We, her audience  sang along. Ferron is
growing older, more rich in her capacity to hold a powerfully
tuned dialogue—her home community was honoured and
delighted.  0 
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1625 Quadra Street, Victoria 

250-388-9200 250-381-8551
simplycounters@shaw.ca gazzola.tile@shaw.ca

Specializing in stone & quartz counters

Your island specialists

JAKOBSEN
A S S O C I A T E S

Custom designs for Homes,
Renovations, Interiors,

and Vacation Homes 

 

www.jakobsenassociates.comK eit h  Ja ko b sen

 6 0 4 . 2 6 1 . 5 6 1 9 jakobsenk@netrover.com

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484

Fax 250-652-4486

6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

Saturna Notes ~ Pricilla Ewbank

Crew aboard Coast Guard hovercraft Siyay investigate the sunken wreck Burnaby M in Lyall Harbour
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Household hazardous waste defined.
Household hazardous waste is any waste from your home that you consider 
to be dangerous or are unsure of. It includes any leftover household 
products that are marked with the following symbols:

Common examples include pesticides, varnishes, paints, cleaners and 
pool chemicals. Please remember this collection is for household waste 
only, no industrial waste from commercial businesses.

For more information call the CRD Hotline 1.800.663.4425  
Email: hotline@crd.bc.ca or visit www.crd.bc.ca

Bring your hazardous waste to the 
Salt Spring Island Recycling Depot
349 Rainbow Road, 11:00 am – 4:00 pm

Our natural environment is no place  
for household hazardous waste.
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Now you see me, now you don’t—camouflage is beautiful.

Now look—come and get me, I have a broken wing (inset). The

well-camouflaged Killdeer will draw attention to itself, creating

elaborate ruses to draw predators away from its chicks.

Y
ou are invited to step back in time and
witness the evolution of a unique form of
local governance in British Columbia.

The story focuses on the Islands where we live
and describes the key events that shaped the
history of the Islands Trust to the present. The
Trust celebrated its 35th anniversary in June
2009 and Act 1 of our story tells of the formation
of the Trust in 1974.

Scene 1: The ‘Ten-acre
Freeze’

It is the late 1960s. Planning in the Gulf Islands
is the responsibility of newly-formed regional
districts. Magic Lake Estates on North Pender
Island has created over 1200 city-sized lots.
Mudge Island, a small island near Gabriola
Island, has mushroomed into 185 half-acre lots.
Other large subdivisions are planned or
approved for Mayne, Bowen and Salt Spring
islands. Equally alarming is a UBC study that
predicts rapid, intensive private development
on the islands.

The Social Credit Party is in power at this
time. Recognizing the looming threat, in
October 1969, the government limits
subdivisions across the islands to a 10-acre

minimum lot size. In 1971, the Capital Regional
District produces a ‘Gulf Islands Options Study’
which considers possible conservation areas,
major park acquisitions and a controversial
option to link islands with bridges and

The Islands Trust Story: 
celebrating 35 years
Peter Lamb
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Karaoke  
Anita McCamley, one of Island Tides’

faithful photographers from Mayne Island,
along with her partner Steve, have another community
string to their bow. They organize a karaoke night at the
Agricultural Hall.

The next one, with a ’70s theme, is scheduled for August
14. Come ready to represent your favourite musical genre
or artist from the ’70s in costume and style. Are you a Disco
Queen, a Classic or Glam Rock artist, a Soul Stylist or a ‘one
hit wonder’ phenomenon? 

Anita thinks the ’70s were a goldmine for wannabe
singers, ‘I mean just think of Simon & Garfunkel, Donna
Summer, Saturday Night Live, Grease, Queen, KISS,
Jackson 5, Osmonds, BTO, ABBA, Dolly Parton, the
Carpenters and Village People, to name but a few.’ 

‘So do some research, practise a few songs and show up
ready to flaunt your style and dance moves! We will be
awarding our first-ever ‘Who-Knows’ awards and prizes will
be awarded in the following categories: Best female, Best
Male, Best Band, group or duo representation, Best Movie
or Soundtrack representation.’

The June 12 Karaoke Night (see picture above)  was a big
hit. Over 60 people sang and danced and played games.
Visitor from the Mainland made the event lots of fun. 

Karaoke night is a ‘non-profit’ venture so donations are
happily received for equipment and songs. 

Park Bridge To Be Replaced
The speedy removal of a favourite national park bridge on
North Pender had some residents concerned in case it was
not replaced. However reassurance comes from Parks
Canada.

Gulf Islands National Park Reserve is moving forward to
determine a safe and ecologically-responsible replacement
for the Roesland footbridge connecting North Pender Island
to Roe Islet. On July 8 the footbridge had to be closed after
an ongoing inspection program uncovered extensive dry rot
to the structure which posed a serious safety risk to users.
Temporary stairs with railings have been installed on both
the Pender Island and Roe Islet sides as an interim measure
to allow continued access to the islet outside of high tides.

Although the bridge deteriorated much earlier than
expected, Parks Canada staff have made it a priority to
provide visitors with an effective replacement. Construction
of the new footbridge is ready to go to tender, with plans for
a single span structure built with sustainable materials. The
design would reduce long-term maintenance costs and
restore free movement of water and wildlife under the
bridge, helping to restore the area to its natural state. 

The area around the potential bridge landing on the islet
is ecologically and culturally sensitive with many rare plants
such as chocolate lilies. An assessment of the cultural
resources has been completed. However, before a decision

is made to go ahead with reconstruction of a bridge, Parks
Canada staff must assess the natural resources along the

bridge landing and the adjacent trail to ensure the location
is appropriate. This assessment will take place this spring
when a botanist can observe the seasonal flush of flowers.
Once the assessment is completed a decision on the
reconstruction of the foot bridge can be made. If the
assessment supports current bridge plans, visitors to the site
may have a new footbridge in place for next summer. 

For more information, members of the public can either
contact Parks Canada staff at Gulf Islands National Park
Reserve or go online at www.pc.gc.ca.

Jack Webster Awards
This month Island Tides sent in this year’s Jack Webster
Journalism Awards entries. We decided it was time that
Priscilla Ewbank was recognized for 25 years of doing the
news from Saturna. (How we wish we had a Priscilla for the
thirteen-plus other Islands that we distribute.) 

So we entered her for a Jack Webster Award for
Community Reporting. As it would be quite an unusual
entry, we sent in one complete column and then a number
of sections which we thought were illustrative of the wide
range of topics she tackles from a small Island community. 

The articles we entered for other sections were as follows:
In the category Business, Industry & Economics Award:
‘Ferries face perfect storm,’ Patrick Brown, July 2, 2009;
‘Boiled salmon,’ Patrick Brown, July 16, 2009; ‘US cap &
trade makes problems for Canada,’ Patrick Brown, July 30,
2009; ‘Provincial Budget Suite,’ Patrick Brown, March 18,
2010; ‘Enronizing BC Hydro,’ Patrick Brown, May 13, 2010

In the category Excellence in Legal Journalism: ‘US
Supreme Court allows election advertising by corporations,’
Patrick Brown, February 18, 2010.

These articles can all be found in our online archive at
www.islandtides.com.

Thank you to all our dozens of contributors for creating
a vibrant newspaper.

Baby Birds 
It was sad to hear of the death of Phoenix, the Gulf Islands’
media chick. After 11 weeks of of life and not long before
fledging, Hornby’s webcam eaglet succumbed to fungal
pneumonia. It’s a common disease of raptors and of young
eagles, reports David Hancock of the Hancock Wildlife
Foundation, usually the problem organism is the fungus
Aspergillosis. This is a world-wide contaminant found
everywhere that only becomes toxic when the host is
undernourished or stressed.  

Meanwhile, we are hearing cheering stories of eagle
chicks falling from nests and being rescued. Seems we are
watching our birds.

Closer to home, I had my second backyard bird-raising
experience this spring. (The first was a ground-nesting,
rufous-side towhee a few years ago.)

In March, I made nestboxes at the Pender Island
Conservancy workshop with my daughter, grandsons and
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Rainwater, Wastewater & Potable Water 
 

TANKS & LIQUID HANDLING 
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Round The Islands

Photo Anita McCamley

Youngster put their all into a Karaoke number at the Agricultural Hall on Mayne on June
12. Next event coming up on August 14 (see story below).

Build your home for less.

Call 250-931-8881 www.linwoodhomes.com

Get a free plan book

• Your design or ours • Build anywhere
• Brand name building materials • Expert advice & support
• Assistance with budget • Extensive builder network

Christa Grace-Warrick



several other families. Too busy helping
small hands, I failed to complete my own
nestbox on the day. The little pre-cut pile of
lumber languished on the table by the
backdoor—another failed project. One day,
drinking my coffee, I saw a swallow
fluttering in under the eaves by the front
window; I had thought the nesting season
past. 

What! Still nest searching? Maybe there
was hope. I rushed out to get the drill undid
my package and tried to remember the
assembly sequence.  

Finished box in hand, I scouted out a
likely open eave away from trees, not easy
in a small clearing in the forest.  Luckily I’m
also on a hillside facing the ocean. So, under
the shed overhang, where the espaliered
nectarine had died last winter, was the spot.
Out came the ladder, up went the box.
Would my late-bloomers return? Yes, they
did! Within two days a pair were cautiously
inspecting the hole in the box and perching
on the shed roof checking out the
newspaper operations comings and goings.
Were we the right kind of neighbourhood
for raising children? We qualified, nest
building began. Fluffy feathers hung out

from the joint at the bottom of the box. 
All the nestbuilding offerings thought-up

by my older grandson and strategically
placed on top of the stone lantern were
ignored. I took to hanging the bits of cotton
thread picked of the edges of rags on the
wire of the fence. Nope! But the ground
beneath the box was littered with longish
bits of dry grass. The swallows would swoop
in and, if the grass was too long, boi-ing off
the hole and drop the grass—I conclude that
swallows can’t turn things around to poke
through holes. I bet I couldn’t either if I only
had a beak with which to build. 

Box activity was much more sporadic
then I had thought—or maybe, looking up
from the computer occasionally, I wasn’t
paying enough attention. Several times I
thought the nestbox was abandoned but
then the swallows would turned up again. 

How long it all took! Eventually activity
sped up and the parents were zooming
backwards and forwards with food; so there
must be chicks. But they darted in and out
only at some times of day—or was it when
the sun was shining? There are lots of things
that puzzled me. Who did the egg-sitting
and when had they done it? Do only the

hatchlings live in the box? 
Cheeping could be heard and eventually

a surprisingly big and well-fledged head
appeared in the hole. The big baby spent
more and more time looking out on the
world,  hanging ever further out. Agile
parents swooped by as if to say, ‘Come on,
just do this!’ They did not seem to feed the
fledgling any more; it must have viewed the
passing insects with longing. I gave words of
encouragement as I passed by, ‘Jump.’ But
I missed the moment. It was chirping at
7am but by the time I was out of the shower
or somesuch the hole was empty. The air
was quiet. I felt a bit bewildered but that’s
how it must always be. 

Now for two boxes for next year, so the
returning baby can take up housekeeping
too. My grandson and I are planning a tiny
webcam, to answer some of the questions. 

Lady minto is not Amused

Gulf Islands’ only hospital, Lady Minto on
Salt Spring is in a life-threatening struggle—
or at least its operating room is. Vancouver

Island Health Autority has decided to close
the facility, which was given a major
overhaul as recently as 2004—including
$800,000 raised by Islanders for state of
the art equipment (Islanders want to know
where their equipment will go).

A June meeting with Islanders only
made Islanders even more determined not
to give in. It seems that the surgery statistics
invoking closure were not a matter of
comparing apples to apples and rumour has
it that two retired surgeons are prepared to
come out of retirement to staff the unit till a
new surgeon can be found.

In a time-honoured tradition, Salt Spring
has resorted to street theatre to bring
publicity to Save Our Surgery’s campaign.
Lady Minto has long held a Phantom Ball
Fundraiser, aided by the hospital’s
hardworking foundation. On July 15, she
has returned in the flesh and on the street in
Ganges to appeal for her surgircal unit or for

the repatriation of Island-raised funds.
Knowing Salt Spring’s resourcefulness, the
tale is not over yet. 0
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   This Summer Live at Poets Cove 
 
 August 6 & 7 - Brothers Twang
 August 14 - Kemal Evans
 August 20 - Live, in the Plaza! OKA
 August 21 & 22 - FM HiLow
 August 28 - Kemal Evans

Get Your Beach Body at the Spa!
Book any Eminence “Sweet Cheeks” Treatment

(includes Facial, Body Wrap, Scrub, Manicure, Pedicure)
and get 10% off!

Call 250-629-2113 for your appointment
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www.ianheath.net 250-655-7653

Relish the serenity of an inspired Pender Island oceanfront. Built with attention to detail, 
the ‘full-log roof system’ brings strength and character, and defines the overall appearance 
of both interior and exterior roof lines. 4036sqft on 1.24 acres, featuring 3/4 bedrooms 
and 5 bathrooms over 3 floors. Perfect get-away offering flexibility, privacy, & luxury.

$ 1,399,000

Master MarinerMaster Mariner

JONESco Real Estate Inc.

Photo: Christa Grace-Warrick

Violet green swallow chick contemplates the long drop—for days.

HOSPITAL THEATRE: ARVID CHALMERS (VIHA VILLIAN) GRABS

THE CASH WHILE LADY MINTO LOOKS NONPLUSSED.
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accommodation & attractions
Vancouver Island & around Georgia Strait 

9100 East Saanich Road 

North Saanich

www.roostfarmcentre.com

Stop by for an
Ice Cream or an 

Ol' Fashion Milkshake
Open at 6 am Daily

250-246-1977
1578 Joan Avenue Crofton

Ocean Soul

Book Caffé 
New and Used

Books

3350 Coast Rd, Gabriola    250.247.8931    www.PAGESRESORT.com

              
 

Fully equipped 1&2 Bedroom COTTAGES  
CAMPGROUND with showers & laundry 

BOOK & MARINE CHART STORE 
 MARINA, transient moorage & fuel dock VHF66A 

 

Central Vancouver Island

‘HOLIDAY HOUSE’ 
B&B Motel • Rooms

Vacation Suites

FREE PICK-UP
20 min from Nanaimo Ferries
10 min from Nanaimo Airport

HERITAGE LADYSMITH

1-888-310-2299
250-618-5830

www.ladysmithholidayhouse.com

Salt Spring Island 
Chamber of Commerce

www.saltspringtourism.com

books photos drawings 

alexandramorton.ca

Islands’ Summer!

V I S I T ,  S T a y  

E n j O y !

Independent 

Dental Hygiene 

in a relaxed setting

Registered Dental Hygienists 

offering: 

• scaling  • root planing 

• polishing  • whitening 

• other services

Celebrating 8 years of service in beautiful Sidney-by-the-Sea

250-655-4884

Parksville’s Coastal Fire Centre has announced that all open
burning, including campfires and fireworks, will be
prohibited across the Coastal Fire area to help prevent
human-caused wildfires and for public safety.

This ban applies to open fires of any size, campfires,
fireworks, tiki torches and burning barrels. The ban does
not apply to cooking stoves that use gas, propane or
briquettes, or to portable campfire apparatus with a CSA or
ULC rating using briquettes, liquid or gaseous fuel, that are
not capable of producing a flame longer than 15 centimetres.
Portable campfire apparatus that do not meet these
conditions are prohibited.

The prohibition is necessary due to dry forest fuels and a
forecast for a prolonged period without substantial rain. The
public is urged to exercise caution on forested land with any
activity that could lead to a wildfire. Please discard cigarettes
carefully and limit movement of ATVs and motorcycles
through tall grass and undergrowth.

This ban covers all BC Parks, Crown and private lands,
but does not apply within the boundaries of local
governments that have forest fire prevention bylaws and are
serviced by a fire department. Please check with civic
authorities for any restrictions before lighting a fire.

Campfires in the West Vancouver Island Fog Zone are
exempt from this prohibition. The West Vancouver Island
Fog Zone is a stretch of land two kilometres inland from the
hightide mark from Owen Point in the south, northward
along the outer coast of Vancouver Island, around Cape
Scott Provincial Park and southward to the boundary of the
District of Port Hardy. 

Anyone found in violation of an open fire ban, including
campfires, may be issued a ticket for $345. Should a wildfire
occur as a result of recklessness, a person can be fined up to
$1 million, or spend three years in prison and be ordered to
pay all firefighting and associated costs. Fire bans should be
considered in effect until officially cancelled.

The Coastal Fire Centre is responsible for wildfire
response for about 2.1 million hectares of land.
Geographically, the centre covers all the area west of the
height of land on the Coast Mountain range from the
US/Canada border at Manning Park to Tweedsmuir Park
in the north, the Sunshine Coast, the Lower Mainland, all
of Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands.

Fire bans now cover most of the province, including
Kamloops, Northwest, Cariboo and Prince George Fire

Centres. 
To report a wildfire or unattended campfire please call

*5555 on your cellphone or tollfree to 1 800 663-5555.
For the latest information on fire activity, conditions and

prohibitions, visit the Wildfire Management Branch website
at www.bcwildfire.ca.

For Facebook and Twitter updates, as well as details
about evacuation orders and alerts, road conditions and air
quality advisories, go to www.firesafebc.ca. 0

Campfires prohibited across the Coastal Fire Centre region

Photo: Murray McAndrew

House fires are an extra challenge on dry

terrain in summer. This fully engaged house

blaze  on  Mayne  Island,  was  captured

through a telescope lens across Plumper

Sound from South Pender.

highways. A local federal MP proposes a National Trust for the
islands and an International Joint Commission is considering a
proposal to designate the Gulf Islands, the San Juan Islands and
Point Roberts as an international park—an alarming prospect
for the government and for Islanders.

Scene 2: The Select Standing
Committee on municipal Affairs

We now fast forward to 1973. Although the 10-acre freeze is still
in place, people are worried that large-scale development and
log storage and booming grounds are threatening the beauty and
tranquility of the islands. In February 1973, the NDP
government sets up an all-party Select Standing Committee on
Municipal Affairs ‘to inquire into future development, including
the development of community plans on the Gulf Islands and
such other islands in the vicinity.’

In September 1973 the Committee tables its report.
Committee representatives had travelled to all of the major
islands in Howe Sound and the Strait of Georgia, up to and
including Hornby and Denman islands, recording the views of
local residents. The report cites ‘large subdivisions and over
development as the priority concern.’ It also notes the need to
limit commercial and industrial land use, to ensure continuing
recreational opportunities, to control and coordinate water
transportation, and to recognize the potential shortage of potable
water.

The Committee is clearly aware of the threat to the islands
and of their national significance, concluding that ‘the islands
are too important to the people of Canada to be left open to
exploitation by real-estate developers and speculators.’ The
report ends by recommending the creation of an Islands Trust
‘to be responsible for and coordinate the future of the islands.’

Scene 3: Bill 112
The day is May 21st, 1974 and the setting is the Legislative
Assembly in Victoria. The NDP holds approximately three
quarters of the seats, the Social Credit, one quarter. The
Opposition is present in full force. James Lorimer, Minister of
Municipal Affairs, stands and presents Bill 112, which proposes
the creation of the Island Trust.

Lorimer first outlines the purpose of the bill, which is to
preserve and protect ‘the environment and peculiar nature of the
islands…in the gulf south of Campbell River.’ He then explains
that the new trust would comprise three general trustees
appointed by the Province who would deal with matters relating
to the area as a whole, whereas local matters relating to the 13
major islands would be decided by a trust committee on each
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Summer solar
power fun ~ Jan Slakov
with Barb Taylor and Derek
Burgess

Besides bringing our gardens to life,
there’s lots the sun can do for us in the
summer. Here are a few fun ideas.

• Instead of melting honey or chocolate on the
stove, put a jar out in the sun; it won’t take long
to melt on a hot day.

• You can build a solar cooker with cardboard
boxes. See instructions on various websites, Such
as: http://solarcooking.org/plans/funnel.htm.

• You could turn off your hot water heater and
use a solar shower (available in many hardware
stores) or just use the water in a hose that has
been lying out in the sun. (Even if you need to use
a kettle, now and then, to get enough hot water,
you’ll save lots of energy and money by turning
your hot water off for weeks or months at a time.)

• Stores specializing in ecologically friendly or
home improvement products sometimes stock
solar-powered/wind-up radios, flashlights,
outdoor lights and other appliances. (Don’t forget
to unplug conventional appliances to cut
down on your electrical ‘ghost load’. You
can do this easily, using a power bar.) 0
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Bfine custom cabinets from MERIT

Bkitchens Bbathrooms Boffices

Bdining & entertainment units

Bserving Salt Spring & the Southern 

Gulf Islands

Carl Borgstom 
Kitchen Designer

250-538-7133

Mouat’s Trading Co. - Downtown Ganges, 
Salt Spring Island

KITCHEN & BATH CENTRE

uniting Islands—big and small. It costs a
lot to keep a regional newspaper going! 

Voluntary Subscriptions help
keep all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:
• inform you?

• pique your interest?

• amuse you?

• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?

• make a good contact for you?

• find you an opportunity?

• inspire you to take action?

• make a conversation topic?

• find you a good buy or service?

If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island

mailbox or if you pick it up from one of our yellow

free boxes located across the Strait of Georgia

and from Victoria to Campbell River or, if you read

online, you can show your support and appreciation

by mailing a voluntary subscription of 

($25 + hst = $28.00) or an amount of
your choice to: 

Box 55, Pender island, B.C. V0n 2m0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!
And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of
you  who have sent their subscriptions.
Keep those lovely cards, letters, and

emails coming, too! We paste them all in
our scrapbooks! 

GULF ISLANDSWATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
•Whole-house Treatment

• Self-cleaning Sediment Filters
• Media Filters
• Ultraviolet Systems

250-412-1110 • 604- 630-1114 • 524 William Street, Victoria
250-339-6914 Comox Valley

www.watertiger.net

REMOVE:
Iron / Odour / Bacteria /

Hardness / Arsenic

Peter Christenson  •  250-629-8386

www.shorelinedesign.ca

SHORELINE
DESIGN

• Fully insured
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terrain

California poppy, forget-me-not and wall flowers will all
naturalize with minimal attention and no watering.    

Ratatouille (by any other name)
The eggplant or aubergine is native to India and in the post-
Roman spice trade was taken east to China and by the Arabs
west to Africa and the Mediterranean. It reached Sicily
about the  9th Century. Originally white, modern eggplants
are usually purple or both and vary in size from tiny
Japanese varieties to melon-size from North Africa. 

Eggplants are the basis of Ratatouille, which is the
French word derived from touiller—to stir. Since tomatoes
and sweet peppers are New World derivatives, these
vegetables did not feature in early recipes, only in recent
modern versions. 

melanzane (eggplant)
This Sicilian recipe is probably a thousand years old, a blend
of Roman and Arabic. Prep time about 20 minutes, cooking
time 25 minutes, serves about 4.

1 large eggplant, peeled & chopped
olive oil
2-3 celery sticks, chopped
1 large onion, chopped
some garlic, minced
salt, sugar, black pepper
red wine vinegar
raisins
several sprigs of fresh chopped mint and parsley

Early varieties of eggplants had a bitter taste just under the
skin and were frequently salted before cooking. Most
modern varieties are relatively bland and do not require
degorging. Salt at your leisure. Heat the oil in a skillet until
hot and fry the eggplant quickly until browned. Remove
from the oil and drain. Reduce the heat and fry the celery,
onion and garlic until soft and transparent, then return the
eggplant and add the remaining ingredients. Cook for
another 2-3 minutes stirring occasionally. Allow to cool for
a few minutes, dust with fresh mint and a handful of raisins.
Serve with a glass of sweet Marsala.
Ajlouke
This Tunisian spread is spicy. Prep time 10 minutes, cook
for 15 minutes, serves 4-6

2 medium eggplant thinly sliced
olive oil
several shakes of harrisa (hot sauce) or Tabasco 
juice of 1 lemon
some minced garlic

a few sprigs of cilantro
about a cup plain yogurt
salt & pepper

Brush the eggplant slices with a little oil and BBQ until
cooked and somewhat charred. Cool and peel off the skin.
Place in a food processor with the hot sauce, lemon juice,
garlic, cilantro and blend until well mashed. Fold in the
yogurt and add salt & pepper to taste. The yogurt cuts the
bite of the hot sauce but it will creep up on you later. Serve
at room temperature or chilled with pita bread, a baguette,
or on toast with a glass of iced sangria.  
Chachichouka

Huevos Rancheros African-style. Prep time 10 minutes,
cook for ½ hour, serves maybe 4.

1 medium eggplant, peeled & cubed
olive oil
1 onion chopped
2 sweet peppers, chopped
some garlic, minced
2 large tomatoes, chopped
a small bunch of fresh basil, chopped
1 or 2 crushed whole chillies to taste
8 eggs 

Heat some oil and fry the eggplant until golden. Remove
and dry the eggplant. Reduce the heat and add the onion,
peppers and garlic and cook for 5 minutes or so. Add the
tomatoes and cook for a further 5 minutes. Add the
eggplant, basil and chillies and cook for a final 5 minutes
stirring from time to time. Check for taste and hotness,
carefully break in the eggs and poach for 3 minutes or so.
Makes a good brunch with a glass of beer.

The ultimate Ratatouille nicoise
Prep time 20 minutes, cook for 30 minutes, serves 6.
2 eggplants, peeled & sliced
olive oil
4-6 zucchini sliced
2 onions chopped
3 peppers sliced 
6 tomatoes chopped
3 cloves crushed garlic
salt, pepper & fresh thyme

Heat the oil and brown the eggplant. Add everything else
and simmer for 20 minutes stirring occasionally. Serve hot
with BBQ’d chicken or beef, with fresh-baked cod fillets or
a dish of scallops. Serve with Chianti and pretend you’re in
Nice or Genoa.  0
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ECOWOODY

A
n expedition celebrating the

100th year of Strathcona

Park on Vancouver Island is

underway at the same time that a

conflict is erupting over proposed

commercial activity in the landmark

park. 

But first, let’s step back in time—

one hundred years to be precise:

July 7, 1910. The Honourable Price

Ellison and his party of adventurers

arrive on the quiet shores of the

Campbell River. In his company are

his 20-year-old daughter and an

assortment of timber cruisers,

naturalists, packers and canoe men

from the Cowichan First Nation.

Premier Sir Richard McBride has

dispatched them to explore the

Strathcona Reserve and assess its

suitability for a park. Over the next

five weeks they paddle and pole

themselves and tons of supplies up

the turbulent Campbell River; they

climb the steep forested slopes and

craggy summit of Crown Mountain.

On August 11, 1910 they arrive
triumphant in Port Alberni. Ellison
makes his report to cabinet, and the
Strathcona Act of 1911 is written,
legislating the province’s first
Provincial Park into existence on
March 1. 

Now, come back to the present. A
small group of BC residents is
currently trekking the same route
through the wilds of Strathcona
Park. Their trip is a re-enactment of
Ellison’s exhibition, organized by the
Strathcona Park Public Advisory
Committee and BC Parks. They left
Campbell River on July 22 and will
arrive at Port Alberni on August 7. 

Another group of BC residents,
the Friends of Strathcona Park
(FOSP), is fighting amendments
made by the provincial government
to the Park’s Master Plan. These
changes will make it possible for a
private operator to run a commercial
equestrian operation in a delicate
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Strathcona expeditions—then and now
Sara Miles
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(No. 21) that makes it clear that should a local government
pass a bylaw that affected—in any way—the forestry
activities on PMFL registered lands, then the PMFL rules
would apply, and the Islands Trust would lose any control
over land use on PMFL lands.

Chicken & Egg
This clause has so far prevented the Galiano Local Trust
Committee from changing the land use bylaws for Forest
lands, and discussions have been held with the provincial
government to obtain for Galiano a clear exemption from
Clause 21. Indications so far are that the Province would
consider this, but that they would like to see the proposed
bylaw revisions first. This of course complicates resolution
of the problem.

Seven Proposals
The proposals put forward by the committee dealt mainly
with subdivision and requirements for building, rather than
forestry and the environment. The final decision on what
goes into the OCP will be made by the Galiano Local Trust
Committee.

The existence of seven proposals, all put forward by
members of the Committee, at least proved that many
points of view had been represented in their discussions.
These proposals can be roughly summarized as follows:

• Proposal 1 (Keo Okuda) – assumed that all forest lots
would be in the PMFL, and would include a 2 hectare
‘worksite’ which would be ‘licensed’ under conditions which
would include sustainable forestry (vetted by two
independent Nature Conservancy organizations), roads
connected to the Road Network Plan (RNP), water storage

and pumping facilities to fight forest fires. The Galiano Fire
Department would hold road rights of way and would have
the authority to close the entire area on occasions of extreme
fire danger.

• Proposal 2 (Marek Czuma, Geoff Gaylor, Kendal Kyle,
Glenna Mattin, Libby McClelland, Art Moses) – provided
that development complied with the RNP and foreshore
setbacks, site size restrictions, ecosystem restrictions, and
rainwater catchments, all F1 lots over 20 hectares would be
permitted one dwelling, with lots over 40 hectares
permitted to build one dwelling per 20 hectares without
subdivision. Additional density would require rezoning to
‘F-special’ and would require a ‘community benefit’ (land
for parks, affordable housing, community forest,
conservation areas, etc).

• Proposal 3 (Tom Hennessey) – minimum lot size 5
acres, with amenity zoning. In exchange for donation of land
to parks at a 3:1 ratio, new residential lots could be created.
For example, within a 160-acre District Lot, a donation of
120 acres would result in development rights for eight 5-
acre lots (the remaining 40 acres). The ratio is the same as
the previous Heritage Forest zone, but the donation is to
parks rather than Community Forest.

• Proposal 4 (Brad Lockett) – Prime concern is to
preserve and protect the forest, and to encourage a small-
scale forestry industry on Galiano. The proposal is that no
dwellings be permitted on Forest zoned land.

• Proposal 5 (Ken Millard) – Provided the parcel in
question is not in the PMFL (unless a blanket PMFL
exemption is obtained), a landowner may apply for rezoning
to allow one accessory dwelling per 20 hectares. Additional
conditions relate to the RNP, water catchment areas,
ecosystem-based forest management, and reduction in
wildfire risk. These OCP guidelines should become
conditions for site-by-site rezoning. Owners of non-
conforming dwellings that do not meet these conditions
must provide a suitable legal lot for affordable housing.

• Proposal 6 (Bowie Keefer) – Using lot-size-averaging,
minimum average lot size 20 hectares, and full rights for a
house and guest cottage on each lot; road network to be
agreed by owners and paid for by provincial government.
Additional commitments to no clearcut logging, with
development permits to protect  ecologically sensitive areas.
Residential sites within the forest maximum area 2 hectares.

Amenity zoning: additional lots of minimum average area
2 hectares, each matched by 6 hectares donated to parks,
etc (this one is similar to proposal 3).

• Proposal 7 (Gary Coward) – minimum lot size 50 acres
(20ha.) for a dwelling, complying with RNP, Siting
Regulation, Development Permit Areas, revised OCP
residential policies. Ironclad guarantees of no further
subdivision. Bonus densities require a public rezoning
process offering an amenity benefit to the community.
Existing Forest 1 lots smaller than 50 acres to be
redesignated Forest Site Specific and owners are to propose
solutions (consistent with amenity zoning provisions) to the
problem of lots too small for normal forest practice.

is A One-size Fits All Change Possible?
The problem the committee is wrestling with is complex.
Complicating the issue are the several types of Forest-1
zoned lots. 

The first group are the original district lots sold off by
MacMillan Bloedel: these are usually large (up to a quarter
section or 160 acres). The second group (32 lots) were
created by an early subdivision of some District Lots into 20
acre (8 hectare) parcels. In addition, there are also some lots
created as a result of owners taking advantage of a bylaw
that permitted residential use of forest lands provided a
substantial part of the original parcel was transferred to a
community forest supervised by the Galiano Club.

So a major question dominates: can regulating
residential development on Forest lands be accomplished
through a one-size-fits-all change which could apply to all
lots in the F1 zone? Could a middle road treat large and
small Forest-zoned lots differently, suggested in Proposal 7. 

This is complex but important as another alternative
would be a lot-by-lot approach, which would require owners
to rezone their lots individually. The current Islands Trust
initial charge for processing a rezoning is about $4,500, and
the processing of approximately 100 individual rezoning
applications, with bylaws, information meetings, and public
hearings, could take many years. The Islands Trust would
incur costs far greater than $4,500 per application.

In the case of generally applying F-1 regulation changes,
public input must be received and considered from the
entire Island. In the case of lot-by-lot rezoning, the
immediate neighbours have a greater say. 

Another Knotty Problem, Subsequent
Rezoning

Having agreed on how, and how much, residential
development is to take place in the Forest zone, the
community may wish to ensure that owners of larger land
parcels created by subdivision do not return later with a
further subdivision proposal. This is hard to prevent and
has happened quite frequently on the Islands, and been
successful.

Each zone in the LUB that results from the new OCP will
probably have lot size minimums, and, possibly, lot average
size minimums, to allow flexibility for clustering.

It is entirely possible that future trustees may wish to
change these to permit further population growth on
Galiano. It is relatively easy to change the conditions on
zoning in the bylaw; it is somewhat harder to do this if each
lot has, on its title, specific restrictions on subdivision,
particularly if a third party covenant is involved. (See related
story, above 0n this page, referring to a current proposed
bylaw revisions on Pender Island.)
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Both North Pender and Galiano Islands have, in their
Official Community Plan discussions, indicated that the
clustering of housing is a useful subdivision option for the
development of larger tracts of land. 

There are many reasons why this may be desirable: to
avoid residential development of ecologically sensitive areas,
to permit the development of smaller (and more affordable)
lots without increasing the overall density of the Island, to
encourage the development of water and wastewater
systems, roads, and other services serving a number of
residential properties at lower cost than individual systems,
to reduce the amount of land used for roads, and, last but not
least, for the aesthetic of keeping vistas of land free of housing.

Permitting Clustering
While it is usual for each zone to have a minimum lot size,
clustering can be permitted by also specifying a somewhat
larger average lot size; thus facilitating subdivision into a
number of smaller lots and one or more much larger
‘remainder’ lots. The number of lots is usually unchanged
from the number previously permitted: clustering need not

necessarily increase the number of lots (‘density’) created

by subdivision.

North Pender’s proposed bylaw Nº180 (which received

a public hearing on July 29, but which has not yet received

third reading) provides for lot-size averaging for Rural

Residential and Rural zones:

• for Rural Residential, the present average lot size of

0.6ha (1.5ac) is continued, but the minimum lot size is

reduced from 0.6ha (1.5ac) to 0.4ha (1.0ac), or where a

community water or sewage facility is provided, 0.25ha

(.625ac) .

• for Rural, the minimum lot size is reduced from 4.0ha

(6.0ac) to 0.6ha (1.5ac) , but there is now a  requirement for

an average lot size of at least 4.0ha (6.0ac).

The maximum number of lots which may be created is

determined by the size of the original parcel, minus space

required for roads, parks, and other public uses, divided by

the permitted average lot size. If some of these lots are

smaller than the permitted average (the minimum lot-size

applies), clearly some of the lots must be larger.

The intent of any subdivision scheme is obviously to
preclude any further subdivision, and this is a particular
concern with any lot created that has an area two times the
minimum or more. This is particularly important when the
object of the Islands Trust is considered—that is, to ‘Preserve
and Protect’.

Covenants
Lots created by a clustered subdivision scheme, particularly
the larger ones, can be covenanted against further
subdivision, but if the party to the covenant is a political
body (such as the Local Trust Committee, or the Capital
Regional District) and the political will is present, the
covenant can be easily terminated. 

Ironically, the covenants that are more likely to survive
future development pressures are those in which a third
party participates: often an environmental organization,
such as the Islands Trust Fund, or the Nature Conservancy.
Such covenants identify the land as meriting special care
and preservation. It is most useful if the covenant actually
records the reasons for and objectives of the covenant. 0

Clustering subdivision on North Pender
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area of Strathcona Park. The FOSP say this type of operation
is unsuitable for the park, and will be harmful to the park in
many ways.

In a timely turn of events, the re-enactment participants
are bringing awareness to the one-hundredth anniversary
of a protected area, while there is a rising possibility of
commercial interests using the land. 

‘This is so much more than just retracing the route of the
1910 Ellison party,’ said Philip Stone, a local mountaineer
and one of the lead organizers of the re-enactment. ‘Our
goals are not just to honour their achievement by following
their journey, but also to engage as many people as we can
along the way. We hope to raise the profile of Strathcona
Park so people understand and appreciate the legacy Price
Ellison’s foresight has left us with. And not just Strathcona,
but all of the Province’s cherished parks.’

For their part, FOSP is adopting several strategies as part
of their efforts to protect the park, including discussions
around how to create better management and protection
systems for BC provincial parks. They have asked the BC
Ombudsman to investigate the government’s actions,
alleging that the government went against public opinion

to amend the Strathcona Park Master Plan. Finally, the
FOSP have started a trail-repair program, stating that
volunteer trail work parties will help keep commercial
operations out of Strathcona. Many trails in the park were
constructed and maintained by volunteers, at no cost to the
taxpayer. There is speculation that the government has
allowed trails to fall into disrepair for lack of funds, and now
seeks a solution by allowing private operators into the park. 

The next trail-building party, which involves working on
the Bedwell Valley Trail (the area involved in the Master
Plan changes), is scheduled from August 14-18. All are
welcome at the work party, which is intended, above all, to
be fun and a chance for people to talk, learn about
Strathcona Park, and do the park a good turn at the same
time. For information, visit www.friendsofstrathcona.org.

As for the explorers? The Strathcona Centennial
Expedition’s 16-day journey culminates in the party’s arrival
at the Ark Resort in Port Alberni at 3pm on Saturday,
August 7. They will attend a public celebration in the
evening at the Alberni Valley Heritage Centre, followed by
a farewell breakfast Monday, August 9 at the Fairmont
Empress in Victoria. See www.sce2010.ca. 0
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Open daily 9am to 6pm
Sunday 9:30am to 5pm

250.539.2936
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Capital Regional District

Applications are now being accepted for volunteers who would 
be interested in serving as a commissioner on the Pender 
Island Parks and Recreation Commission. This is a two year 
volunteer position with the term commencing as soon as 
possible. The commission meets a minimum of twelve times 
a year (monthly) and provides a unique opportunity to work 
together with the Capital Regional District (CRD) to manage its 
community parks and recreation services on the Penders.

Applicants should be comfortable working in a committee 
environment, willing to work as a member of a team, and 
committed to maintaining and improving parks and recreation 
services. The Pender Island Parks and Recreation Commission 
is composed of nine members, the CRD Director who 
represents the Southern Gulf Islands Electoral Area, and eight 
local volunteer commissioners who are appointed by the CRD 
Regional Board.

To apply, please submit a resume and letter of interest by 
September 1, 2010 to: 
Email: directorsgi@crd.bc.ca 
Mail:   SGI Director Ken Hancock, 
          c/o 625 Fisgard St. Victoria, B.C.  V8W 2S6

Applications will be reviewed by the commission. For more 
information about the Pender Island Parks and Recreation 
Commission visit the web site at www.crd.bc.ca/penderparks
or contact Ken Hancock at 250.629.6610.

Notice of Pender Parks &  
Recreation Commission
Call for Volunteer Commissioners

Sun and star - an underwater cosmos

In the only televised debate of the election both leaders
stuck to their scripts to make lack-lustre viewing. 

Interestingly more women thought that Julia Gillard had
won the debate whilst most men thought Liberal Tony
Abbott had won. Comment on the debate degenerated into
a discussion on Gillard’s physical appearance and her
relationship with her partner. Many Australians find
unpalatable the prospect of having an unmarried couple
living in the prime minister’s official residence.

Will Australians elect a female prime minister for the first
time?

The disappointing performance of both the major parties
will probably result in the Green party getting a record
number of votes. Early opinion polls suggested:
Liberal/National 42%, Labor 39%, Greens 13% with Green
preferences (Alternative Voting System) flowing mainly to
Labor giving Labor a 4% two-party preferred lead. However
polls are doing flip-flops daily and the outcome is anyone’s
guess.

At least the voting system is one thing Australia got right
even if it is 110 years old. It is almost certain that the Greens
will hold the balance of power in the upper house of the
federal parliament, the Australian Senate, which is elected
on a single transferable voting system (STV). 0

AUSSIE ELECTION from page 5 island comprising the three general trustees plus two locally
elected trustees. Land-use planning would continue to be done
by the regional districts but with approval of the Trust.

The Opposition is quick to respond, and the debate is fiery.
The focus is not on the purpose of the Trust—everyone agrees
that this special area should be protected—but on the design. Led
by Hugh Curtis, the Socreds decry the committee structure, with
the balance of power held by the three trustees appointed by the
Province, asserting it will erode local control. The government
responds that the islands ‘are loved and cherished by a lot of us’
and the general trustees represent ‘the rest of the people of BC’
Those favouring the bill make wild accusations about the
influence of ‘rich foreign landowners,’ which are countered by
fervent stories of hard-working and concerned islanders.

The Opposition attempts to amend the bill, to refer it back to
the Select Standing Committee and to postpone it, but the
legislative process continues. On June 4, 1974, Bill 112 is given third
reading, and the Islands Trust Act is proclaimed the next day.

Setting up The Trust
Within two months, three general trustees are appointed—one
from Hornby Island, one from Salt Spring and one from North
Vancouver. An office is established in Victoria, an office manager
is hired, and then three planners. Although further changes are

made over the years, our story for today ends here. 0

The next installment of the Islands Trust Story will be published
on August 19. It is also available in booklet form.  

TRUST HISTORY from page 10
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Call us! You will be amazed how much further your
advertising dollar can go!
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has got it covered!Southern Coastal BC? 
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Other Amenities
Besides the proposed road network, which might be created
by public dedication or by easement, a trail network has
been mooted. This would also require easements or
dedication. In addition, should sufficient land be donated
to the various sponsors of the parks system on Galiano, it is
possible that some sort of ‘linear park’ might be created.

Forest Lot Owners’ Association
Reaction

Robert Preston, current president of the Forest Lot Owners’
Association, made it completely clear that the association’s
members would continue to press for one residence per lot,
with no conditions or restrictions. He was asked whether he
saw anything else that had merit in the proposals that had
been presented. He answered that he could not see anything
that would have much of a chance of resolving the issue.

The presentation of the seven proposals was completed
at 3:10pm. After a ten minute break for lemonade,
discussion resumed. 

Preston remarked that if Development Permit Areas
were introduced to apply to Forest-zoned properties, then
they should apply to all Galiano lands.

Questions were raised about how conditions of zoning
would be enforced. A Committee member remarked that
they could be enforced through the building permit process.
It appeared that the Islands Trust bylaw enforcement
process responded only to complaints from the public.

Committee Will make
Recommendations to LTC

Committee Chair Geoff Gaylor advised that the Committee
would make its recommendations to the OCP Steering
Committee and the Local Trust Committee, and would
wrap up its proceedings at the end of August. A number of
drop boxes for comments would be available for the next
two weeks in various Galiano locations, and the Committee
would consider all comments and suggestions they
received.

Gary Steeves reported that all other OCP Advisory
Committees have reported to the LTC, with the
Groundwater Committee reporting most recently.

The Local Trust Committee now plans to have a public
meeting on Forest Policies and Groundwater Reports
sometime in September. 

Commentary
Clearly, the Forest Policy Advisory Committee, in nine
months of weekly meetings, provided a community forum
for a wide variety of creative proposals. Despite its efforts,
the committee was unable to reach a consensus. It did,
however, make a determined effort to craft
recommendations that could be incorporated in the
forthcoming OCP to make it possible, and legal, for Forest
lot owners to build on their land. 

It is unfortunate that the Forest Lot Owners’ Association
have boycotted the committee’s three-quarters-of-a-year of
meetings. Many who attended this public meeting
expressed disappointment at the intransigence
demonstrated by Mr Preston’s comments. 

Considering what the Forest lot owners have at stake,
and the creative nature of the committee’s proposals, some
participation would clearly be appropriate, thought many.
Mr Preston’s stone-walling position is not, at this point,
thought to be helpful. 0
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T
his month marks 6 months post-quake here in Haiti.
Clean-up is still moving very slowly and very little
rebuilding is being done. We were just in Port au

Prince this week and there are things happening but it is all
very slow.

Our water filter program is plugging along. Things
always seem to slow down a bit in the summer. People have
told me this is because it’s the rainy season and while some
things are growing, most of the farming is done in the cooler
months, so money is tighter during the summer months
and people order fewer filters. Whether this has any truth
to it or not, I’m not sure. Having our 4x4 truck has been a
blessing, especially after the rains that have started.

Our educators and follow up team have been really busy
too, visiting filters and doing promotion. We now have our
blue truck back after repairs (Just over $1,000US to fix the
motor, a bunch of other things and give it a new paint job!)
so they have that vehicle to go longer distances. Our teams
like it because they can take several filters with them to
replace broken ones, or to sell on the way.

We’re slowly working towards the new site. We’ve
narrowed things down to a particular area—the
Leogane/Gran Goave zone. Leogane was the epicenter of
the earthquake in January, and the damage in that area is
vast. Leogane is a good-sized city. Gran Goave is about 20
minutes further west of Leogane from Port au Prince. 

Our big issue right now is that finding the right location
is a challenge. Many of the buildings in these areas were
destroyed in the quake. Those that are standing that would
be suitable would need some work before we could move
in, or have already been snatched up by other NGOs

working there. Gran Goave is the preferred community as
it’s a bit smaller, but rentals are scarce. We have found a site
in Leogane that would be a good option, but want to exhaust
all possibilities in Gran Goave before we make any final
decisions. 

We’ve hosted two training classes since the beginning of
June as well. Between the two we’ve trained 20 filter
technicians for two different organizations. Training classes
are a lot of work, but we enjoy them. My favorite part of the
week is when we get to the more participatory stuff in the
theory section. I teach this part and I love watching the
students light up when it comes time to draw posters and
present to the class. There is usually a lot of laughter and
fun and they’re doing things they may never have done
before. The Haitian education system is by rote and
memorization, so having a chance to participate is new to
them.

In late June we hosted another Vision Trip. We had three
people in that group. On the third day one of the young
women fell while trying to get on her bunk bed and broke
her wrist. It was 9pm when it happened, but we kicked into
gear and got her to a clinic run by friends of ours about 45
minutes away. They had a team of medical people in and
were able to straighten out her wrist and wrap it well enough
for her to travel back to Canada. We were able to get her on
one of the first flights out the next morning. She was able to
get great care when she got back and is doing well. She
would like to make a trip back here either later this year or
sometime next year. We were sad that she couldn’t stay the
whole week, as was she, but she was amazing through the
whole thing for which we’re very grateful. We know coming

to Haiti is not easy, and getting hurt while you’re here is even
harder. We’re thankful for the resources that we have here.

Speaking of Vision Trips, we like to do a regular plug for
them so you don’t forget that they’re a great way to see what
we do first hand and to experience a bit of Haiti. Our August
trip is full, which is really exciting, but there is still room in
our October 9-16 trip. Contact me at
office@cleanwaterforhaiti.org if you’re interested. 

Our family blog ‘Rollings In Haiti’, tracks our adoption
journey. Last month things were finally legalized and Olivia
is now ours officially. Currently we are in the final stage—
immigration—where her Haitian passport will eventually
get issued.  

We so badly want the adoption to be finished so we can
travel home to Canada for a much needed break. Chris and
I have not left Haiti together in about 2-½ years. Speaking
of blogs, we now have a new Clean Water for Haiti blog at
http://cleanwaterforhaitiblog.wordpress.com. We’ll try to
update it regularly with more mission-based info, posts
from our volunteer staff, guest bloggers like Vision Trippers,
and our board members. 0

Editor’s Note: Interestingly, the proposed Federal Pacific
Aquaculture Regulations (for the BC coast only) do not
mention closed containment at all! 

The new regulations, published July 10 at
http://www.gazette.gc.ca/cg-gc/about-sujet-eng.html,
invite comment by September 8, 2010.

At first glance, they appear to dictate specific
procedures based on the existing form of the industry, and
do not identify any objectives or provide for any

performance or outcome measurements. They clearly uses
the existing provincial regulations as a basis, and are
vague on enforcement.

There is no mention of prevention of environmental
harm; only ‘mitigation’ plans are required. The entire
industry is exempted from any liability for habitat
destruction.

A more detailed critique of the federal regulatory
proposals will be in the next Island Tides. 

LETTERS from page 4

‘Clean Water For Haiti’ Report ~ Leslie Rollings
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AUTOMOTIVE

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

Standing Seam
metal Roofing
foR WateR

ColleCtion SyStemS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE

SHAKE & SHINGLE

Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

L

A
NC
E VAESE

NROOFING 
Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

Fax 250-383-2198

North Galiano Island. Beautiful 6-10
month cabin rental. Indoor plumbing,
dishwasher, washing machine. Close
to beach. 604-255-1224

Pender  Island.  Character,  one
bedroom, sunny, wood  floors, Port
Wash/Hope  Bay.  $675  +  utils.    n/s.
refs. req’d. 250-629-3964  

Rent
Quality�Pre-Owned�
Cars�&�Minivans

www.gsaautorentals.com

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

terry@gsaautorentals.com

Book�with�the�best!
Pick-Up��from�

Swartz�Bay�FerryTerminal�&�

Victoria�Airport

Monthly�from�$625

Weekly�from�$205
Mention�this�ad��for�discount

GSA�Auto�Rentals�

FOR SALE

specializing in… 
pvc deck membranes &
aluminum railings for

sundecks, garage decks
and roofdecks.

call dave Woode
contracting:

250-537-2990 or 
1-800-804-6288

servicing the gulf islands

MARINE

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road

Salt Spring Island

30 years experience

dock building & repair

pile driving & drilling

aluminum gangways & ramps

wood piers & wood floats

crane barge service & towing

mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

On Time & On Budget

• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker

250-537-9710
www.islandmarine.ca

Your FREE WORD AD

250-629-3660
islandtides@islandtides.com

14,300 homes
3,700 yellow box pick-ups & 

1,750 online readers
250-629-3660 www.islandtides.com

MOVED
HOMES

BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-606-2237

• CRD approved drinking water
• pool filling • dust control 

• street flushing • film industry 

• 3000 gallon tankers

250-388-2712
Bulk Water Delivery

www.H2oonthego.ca

FREE!
Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment  

REMOVAL

No Wheels?
No Problem!

Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up

also available

Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

Waterfront home &
guest cottage for sale

Gabriola Island
$945,000

Call Hans @RE/Max
1-250-754-1223

REAL ESTATE

d. a. SMitHSOn & SOnS

Well drillers
250-539-5252
250-478-6937
dasons@telus.net
www.smithsondrilling.com

Ship to Shore
Tree Services

Island to Island Arborist

• pruning • topping • thinning

• hazardous tree removal
• lot clearing 
• 30 years experience 
• insured 

have boat will travel 

anywhere on the westcoast

John Racine 

250-668-2186
info@shiptoshore.ca

North Vancouver. 1992 Toyota Prado
Landcruiser,  4x4,  194K,  Automatic,
RHD, Diesel / Biodiesel, Seats 7, New
Tires  &  Shocks,  Thule  Roof  Rack,
Trailer Hitch. 778-996-0568

Stored  in  Richmond.  Timber-Frame
cabin for sale. 23x16 two full floors,
high  ceilings,  open  plan  design.
Salvaged old-growth timbers. 35k obo.
Andrew 1-778-846-6775

Two beautiful 6-month-old rams.One
Cotswold/Suffolk  cross.  One
purebred  Suffolk,  not  registered.
250-629-2077

1.866.381.9995
www.citygreen.ca

 

Homeowner Grants
& Energy Savings Advice 

S o l u t i o n s

WANT TO RENT
Hard-working Mayne Island couple
looking  to  house/farm-sit  for  the
fall/winter, preferably in Gulf Islands.
Can  provide  resume's.  Contact
agstapleton@gmail.com for details."

• Water Wells

• Hydrofracturing
to improve Well yields

• drilling for geosource

What is a property worth 
without water?

1-800-746-7444 

250-537-8456

www.drillwell.com          
drill@drillwell.com 

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

True Gulf Island Living
on Lasqueti Island

• Peaceful & free
• Off the grid • Artistic 

• Eccentric!

Homesteads
start at

$235,000

Acreages
start at

$165,000

www.lisamackay.ca

• Heating
• Gas/Propane

• Plumbing
Sales & Service

reliable, dependable,
professional, over 20

years experience

serving all gulf islands

David V. Longridge
Journeyman Plumber & Gasfitter

250-737-1320
250-710-9002

Electric Bikes
Trikes & Scooters
Innovative transportation

alternatives for the 
Gulf Islands. 

Louis Vallee 
Engineering Technolgist

250-539-5317

ROOFinG SPEcialiStS
with 20+ years experience

Metal roofs & torch-on
Excellent references. 

BBB, Licensed, Insured, 
WCB, Visa, M/C.

www.soarecontracting.com

In celebration of its 20th anniversary, the Islands Trust
Fund announced its landmark achievement of creating its
20th nature reserve, Fairy Fen Nature Reserve on Bowen
Island. The Province of British Columbia recently
transferred the 18-hectare parcel to the Islands Trust Fund
through the provincial Free Crown Grant program. The new
nature reserve protects a rare wetland ecosystem and
undisturbed forested area.

‘This new acquisition for the Islands Trust Fund is very
exciting for our island’ said Nerys Poole, Islands Trust Fund
Board member and Bowen Island Councillor and Municipal
Trustee. ‘Our community places a high value on protection
of natural areas. We are very grateful to those members of
the community who worked so hard to ensure this rare
treasure is protected forever.’

Fairy Fen’s protection is a success for not just Bowen
Island, but for the conservation of British Columbia’s rare
ecosystems as a whole. Fairy Fen is described by biologists
as one of the most undisturbed, biologically diverse and
ecologically rare fens in southern British Columbia. A fen is

a wetland fed by ground or surface water and is neutral or
alkaline in its chemistry, supporting a high diversity of plant
and animal species. The nature reserve protects unique
plants such as Labrador tea, bog St John’s-wort, bog
cranberry, and a wide variety of sedges and mosses.
Western Bluebirds use Fairy Fen as part of their migration
route, Pileated Woodpeckers are often heard in the trees
and Bald Eagles frequent the skies above.

Efforts to acquire Fairy Fen began more than five years
ago when the Islands Trust Fund asked the Bowen Island
community to select its highest priority areas for the Free
Crown Grant program. Once Fairy Fen was confirmed as
the first choice, the Islands Trust Fund partnered with the
Bowen Island Conservancy to satisfy the conditions of the
transfer, including raising the funds needed to pay for the
appraisal, land survey and management plan.

‘We are so grateful for the existence of the Free Crown
Grant Program and the Islands Trust Fund’s access to this
program. Without it, Fairy Fen might not have the protected
status it has today,’ said Peter Drake, Chair of the Bowen

Island Conservancy. ‘With the headwaters of Huzar Creek

now protected forever, we are keen to find innovative ways

to protect the entire watershed in the future.’

The Islands Trust Fund and the Bowen Island

Conservancy will consult the Bowen community about wise

management of the property. For example, boardwalks and

viewing platforms would allow visitors to enjoy the beauty

of the fen without trampling and compacting the deep

organic soils of the Fen. Please contact the Bowen Island

Conservancy (peterdrake@shaw.ca) to make a donation to

help build boardwalks at Fairy Fen Nature Reserve.

The Islands Trust Fund is a regional land trust that works

with private landowners and island communities to

permanently protect the unique environment of the islands

in the Howe Sound and Strait of Georgia. Since 1990, the

Islands Trust Fund has protected more than 1,000 hectares

of natural area. Fairy Fen is the third nature reserve the

Islands Trust Fund has protected on Bowen Island.  0

Important wetland protected on Bowen Island

MOORINGS
•INSTALLED •SERVICED

•MAINTAINED

Chris West 

Dive Services

250-888-7199
250-538-1667

cdwest@telus.net
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Scientists may have
unlocked biodiversity door
Looking for the answer to why the tropical Amazonian

rainforest has more bird, plant and insect life than

Vancouver Island’s temperate rainforest has been like

looking for a needle in a haystack. That is until now.

Simon Fraser University research associate

paleontologist Bruce Archibald has spent the past decade

investigating the question. He and his colleagues may have

finally found the answer: it’s the difference between

summer and winter temperatures.

Since the late 1700s when naturalist explorer Alexander

von Humboldt discovered the tropics’ amazing biodiversity,

the reason for that extreme biodiversity has puzzled

scientists. More than 100 hypotheses have been proposes

to explain the conundrum. 

Climate is obviously different in the tropics, but it’s not

that simple, says SFU’s Archibald. ‘Which particular

climatic factor in the tropics might be responsible for high

diversity?’ he ponders.

‘There’s not only more heat and light, but also much

lower seasonal variation in temperature; the average

temperature of the hottest and coolest month may vary by

only a few degrees. These factors tend to change together as

you travel away from the equator toward the poles, leaving

it difficult to separate their individual effects on diversity.’

But Archibald and his colleagues found a way. They

began by trapping myriad insects in Costa Rica’s hot, low-

seasonality jungle and in the cool, high-seasonality Harvard

Research Forest in Massachusetts.

Then, to separate the possible effects of heat and light

from seasonality, they took the novel approach of adding

paleontology to their study.

‘We compared samples of modern insects with fossil

insects from the 52.9-million-year-old McAbee site near

Cache Creek, which had an average yearly temperature

similar to that of southern BC today, yet had low seasonality

like the modern tropics,’ says Archibald. ‘The amazing

preservation of McAbee’s fossil community makes it a rare

spot of international importance and a crucial window into

the past, one through which we can see the modern world

in a new way that offers answers that might be otherwise

Should the Pacific salmon be BC’s official fish? British
Columbians are being invited to express their views on a
proposal to designate the wild Pacific salmon as the
provincial fish. 

‘Pacific salmon are part of the social, cultural, economic
and environmental heritage of British Columbians,’ said
Brian Riddell, President & CEO of the Pacific Salmon
Foundation, a charitable non-profit society dedicated to the
conservation and recovery of Pacific Salmon. ‘They have
helped shape our history, and for First Nations, the
relationship with salmon goes back thousands of years.’ 

Reasons cited for the proposal include the integral role
of the salmon in communities across the province, the
ecological nourishment the fish bring to the environment,
and the inspiration provided by the salmon’s epic journey
from natal streams to the ocean and back. 

Some say the salmon’s place in BC culture could be
improved by making it more visible. ‘Pacific salmon are
already a symbol in the hearts and minds of many British
Columbians,’  said David Marshall, Executive Director of
the Fraser Basin Council. ‘Making salmon an official symbol
could help raise awareness of the value of salmon and

strengthen the public’s commitment to manage this
important resource for the benefit of future generations.’

Formal recognition of the salmon may also help
conservation projects succeed. ‘Through its Living Rivers
Trust Fund, the Province of BC has helped many
organizations restore and maintain wild salmon ecosystems
that are threatened by climate change and other impacts,’
said Al Lill, Manager of Living Rivers–Georgia Basin/
Vancouver Island. ‘Working partnerships among these
organizations will be enhanced by making wild Pacific
salmon the provincial fish.’

Former Lieutenant-Governor Iona Campagnolo recently
endorsed the idea of making Pacific salmon a provincial
symbol, calling wild salmon ‘a precious inheritance that is
deserving of our formal recognition.’ If designated as BC’s
official fish under the Provincial Honours and Symbols Act,
Pacific Salmon would join the Steller’s Jay, Western Red
Cedar, Pacific Dogwood and Kermode (Spirit) Bear among
other provincial emblems. 

The Pacific Salmon Foundation, the Fraser Basin
Council and Living Rivers–Georgia Basin/Vancouver
Island groups are receiving public submissions on the
proposal until September 30, at which time they will be
forwarded to the Province of BC. You can submit your
comment at www.thinksalmon.com. 0

Dogwood might be joined by salmon

difficult to find.’ (Ironically, McAbee site itself is in danger
of becoming extinct because it is in the hands of commercial
owners who have built a road through it.)

The scientists’ eureka moment came when they found
that ancient McAbee had insect diversity at least as high as
the modern tropical Costa Rican jungle.

‘This indicates that it’s low seasonality, not greater heat

and light, that promotes the modern tropics’ high diversity,’
explains Archibald.

Their findings also imply a startling idea: that the world
may be less diverse now than it was 52.9 million years ago,
when low seasonality extended globally into high latitudes.

The research was published in July in the journal
Paleobiology. 0
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